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LABTECH IN YOUR LIFE

Round 1 – Current home Environment
- 27 Technologies
- ~ 1.600 views since launch
- 11:25 minutes – Average User time

Round 2 – Home Environment Reshoot
- 41 Submissions / 19 Selections
- Reshoot to take place mid May

Round 3 – New Environment
- Hospital
- Airport
MISSION OF TECH FOCUS AREAS

• Aggregation of Autonomous Systems Innovation Assets
• Marketing those Assets
• Shepherding Companies to Labs

WHAT TFA IS NOT

▶ Collaboration and Deal Making
▶ Collaboration and Deal Making is the responsibility of Laboratory T2 Directors
A Company expresses interest in a technology via Industry Bridge Organization or FLC Business/TFA

A Company requests an introduction to a Federal Lab

A Company is introduced to a Federal Lab

A Conversation begins between a Federal Lab and a Company
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS BRIDGE PARTNERS

- Unmanned Aerial Systems Cluster Initiative
- Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International